
Our women-owned, specialized talent agency serves as the hiring manager, recruitment coordinator and subject 

matter expert for businesses in need of healthcare program integrity team members.

Intara Talent Solutions connects qualified specialists with open healthcare integrity positions.
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Solutions
Experienced Talent, Exceptional Solutions

Intara Talent Solutions

We connect the 
right people with 
open roles

Healthcare Investigations

•   Certified Fraud Examiners (CFE)
•   Fraud Investigators
•   Benefit Integrity Analysts
•   Auditors

Medical Review 

•   Nurses (LPN, RN, BSN, MSN)
•   Certified Legal Nurse
•   Consultants

•   Certified Coders (CCS, CPC)
•   Coding Auditors
•   Other Physician Specialties 

Data Analytics & Healthcare Technology 

•   Statisticians          •   Software Engineers
•   Data Analysts         •   Developers 

•   SAS Programmers         •   Business Intelligence Analysts

Turning candidates 
into catalysts for 
healthcare integrity

Intara Talent Solutions connects 

specialized healthcare experts from 

an extensive network of pre-screened 

professionals to fill niche roles. Our 
services drastically reduce the time it 

takes to fill open roles—and enable 
you and your team to focus on mission-

critical work.

Healthcare integrity positions are lesser 

known but instrumental for ensuring 

critical medical resources go to those 

who need them most. These qualified 
specialists combat Fraud, Waste and 
Abuse in the healthcare industry by 
uncovering overbilling, phantom 

providers, durable medical equipment 

scams and unlawful practices.



We KNOW healthcare

Intara Talent is not your average healthcare recruiting agency. We know healthcare because our background is 
healthcare. We have an established talent network with commercial and federal experience. 

Our holistic approach to hiring translates to lower turnover—because we know healthcare and we know our 
candidates personally. 

“IntaraTalent 
was great to work with during the recruiting process. [They were] 

kind, organized, honest and communication was superb.”

Intara Talent Solutions

        5911 Kingstowne Village Pkwy #210 

        Alexandria, VA 22315

        www.intaratalent.com

“I have nothing 

but good things 

to say about the 

recruitment process. 

I was always kept 

notified of changes 
with my employment, 

I felt that I could 

reach out with any 

concerns and be 

assured everything 

was in order.”
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Full-circle support

We believe candidates must fit a team’s needs, pace, culture 
and competencies. We do not simply screen resumes and 
pass them along. Both candidates and hiring teams are fully 
supported throughout the entire process. 

We manage it all: advertising open positions, scheduling 
calls, communicating with candidates and handling 
all follow-up. Our hands-on approach and established 
connections mean that we get the most qualified talent 
in front of you quickly. All you have to do is sit down for the 
interview! 

The Intara Talant experience is not like any other. We offer an environment 
of continued support, engagement and focus on both the client and talent sides—
something larger, less specialized staffing firms just can’t do.

Intara Talent Solutions

We are here to help candidates and hiring teams connect. 

Need to fill a niche healthcare role? Meet with us to discuss your 
goals, culture, budget and needs. Then—get back to doing what 
you do best while we find the ideal candidates for you.

Contact Us

http://www.intaratalent.com

